Furnace 2 Furnace: An Insider’s Tour of Bicycle
Infrastructure Opportunities in the 2nd Ave Corridor
Mary Shaw , March 2019
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My goal here is to help the Second Avenue Corridor study team identify
existing bicycle infrastructure and opportunities to improve bicycling
infrastructure along the corridor. And maybe lobby in favor of some of those
improvements.
I hope someday to be able to ride a bike from Downtown Pittsburgh to
Braddock and beyond without having to ride in traffic. That is, I want a
connection from Eliza Furnace to Carrie Furnace. The Second Avenue
Corridor covers a large part of this route.
These are personal observations, many drawn from previous discussions
and proposals to SPC, DOMI, and others. It is entirely possible that I have
missed some. I simply move down the corridor from 10th St to the
Glenwood Bridge, noting the opportunities.
My own opinion is that the three highest-priority improvements are
D-1: the group of three at the Second/Irvine/Greenfield/Saline
Intersection (fix the Chute, connect to Hazelwood Green, and
connect to the Frazier Bridge)
H-2: Bicycle connection to Duck Hollow Trail at Glenwood Bridge
B-2: connection from the Birmingham Bridge to Eliza Furnace Trail
at 2nd Av
With each panel I give a short description and, often, a link to more
extensive information. Supplemental descriptions of a few projects are
appended
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A-1: North end 10th St Bridge
The 10th St Bridge is supposed to be getting bike lanes, but I haven’t figured
out where they are yet.
The most obvious access is to have a designated route through 2nd Av
Parking Plaza, then use sidewalk on south side of 2nd Av to the bridge, using
the pedestrian cycle if necessary to get to the correct side.
Some of the turns would be contraflow from the sidewalk, so directions
about using the pedestrian cycle should be posted.

A-2: South end 10th St Bridge
The map suggests that you can get from the south end of the 10th St Bridge
to the Southside Trail by going one block west on Bingham St then two
blocks north on 9th St. Unfortunately, the crossing at 9th St has been closed.
This means that cyclists headed west should turn west on Bingham and
continue on Bingham and McKean to the trail.
Cyclists headed east can either go west on Bingham to 5th St, go right on
(cobblestone) 5th, and cross the RR tracks to the trail – or – take Muriel St or
Bingham St east, jog over to Sidney St, continue to 18th St, and turn left on
18th to reach the trail.

Insider’s Tour of Bike Infrastructure Opportunities in the Second Ave Corridor

A-3: Second Av Parking Plaza
In order to get access to the north end of 10th St Bridge, cyclists need to go
from EFT across the Parking Plaza to the exit and use the south sidewalk on
2nd Av. Everybody will be better off if there is an obvious signed route
(rather than cyclists wandering randomly through the parking lot).
Also, the Post-Gazette article on the 2nd Ave study ( https://www.postgazette.com/news/transportation/2019/03/04/Hazelwood-Green-Second-Avenue-trafficcongestion-Southwestern-Pennsylvania-Commission-regional-study/stories/201903040110 )
says

Adding transit, including the city’s proposed electric shuttle linking
Hazelwood with Oakland via Schenley Park and the concept of solarpowered vehicles from its Second Avenue parking plaza to Hazelwood
Green, would be one method of reducing cars in the corridor.

The P-G article is not clear about what route these solar-powered vehicles
would take between the parking plaza and Hazelwood Green. The cycling
community very much hopes that there is no chance of anyone thinking
these vehicles should run on Eliza Furnace Trail. That would be deeply
incompatible with the existing bicycle and pedestrian traffic – which should
grow even more as a result of this project.
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B-1: Birmingham Bridge at Fifth Ave

ramp from Eliza Furnace looks like it only needs a layer of asphalt – except
that it’s currently being used as a staging area for a construction project.

The main part of Birmingham Bridge ends at Fifth Ave, which is one-way
toward downtown. The bus lane has not (yet?) been blessed for bicycle use.
The sidewalk may be wide enough but there used to be a problem with the
used car dealer blocking the sidewalk with parked cars. I believe that
bicycle. Improvements are coming, but I don’t know what they are.

I’ve been nominating this project for attention for over a decade. My
discussion of improvements at this location is pp.3-4 of the supplement.
Rock Alley also has a nice writeup on essentially the same idea (though it
also discusses the Parkway connection into Oakland, which is of less interest
here) at http://rockalley.org/routes/bike-routes/brady-street/ .

B-2: Birminghan Br at Forbes & Brady--connect to EFT at 2nd

B-3: Birmingham Br at Carson St

The Strava heatmap shows a remarkable lack of bicycle traffic, even from
dedicated cyclists on the Birmingham Bridge and especially on the ramps to
Forbes Av. Could this have anything to do with having only poor choices
about where to go at the end of the bridge? Of course it could, and there’s
a way to fix that.
The Birmingham Bridge exit ramps to Forbes Av have bike lanes, and there’s
a sidewalk on the south side of Forbes where they end. There are
pedestrian crosswalks at the ramps protected by traffic signals. This
sidewalk can be used to get to the top of Brady St. Brady St runs down to
2nd Av. Just before Brady reaches Fifth, a wide ramp comes in from the Eliza
Furnace Trail at a reasonable gradient.
Brady St has a sidewalk halfway down, but after that there’s only narrow
road with no shoulder and bad sightlines. However, there is a vast expanse
of terrain filled with rocks about the size of your head that appears to have
enough space to put in a shared use path at a reasonable gradient. The

Connecting to the Birmingham Bridge bike lanes at Carson St is also not a lot
of fun, because in most cases you wind up biking on Carson St. The current
improvement on Carson are supposed to improve the situation, but it would
be even better to be able to connect directly to the side streets.
My discussion of improvements at this location is p.2 of the supplement.

B-4: Rock Alley
The Rock Alley Community Action Team is proposing a bike/ped path from
the Oakcliff/Soho area of Oakland that connects to the Eliza Furnace Trail
via an existing pedestrian tunnel that goes under the Parkway and the Eliza
Furnace Trail. Their excellent writeup of this and related projects is at
http://rockalley.org/

Connection to Eliza Furnace Trail would require a ramp from the 2nd Av
sidewalk to the trail at the location of the pedestrian tunnel. See it on p.18
of the supplement and on Google Maps Street View at
https://goo.gl/maps/uEDnXqQnaA32
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C-1: Ramp from EFT to Second Av
There are two short ramps at Middle Access Rd that allow Eliza Furnace Trail
users to cross 2nd Av at a stoplight and enter the Technology Center. One is
a narrow concrete ramp better suited to pedestrians than to cyclists, the
other is a wide wooden structure constructed for a bike detour during the
Bates St bridge reconstruction a couple of years ago.
The wooden structure is vastly more friendly to cyclists. A good
improvement would be to replace the wooden structure with a similar
permanent one before the wooden one falls apart.
See both in Google Maps Street View at https://goo.gl/maps/DCAbpFtXK4G2

C-2: Path from EFT to Bates St
There is no official access from the Eliza Furnace Trail to Bates St. There are,
however, several footpaths (perhaps also used by cyclists) from the trail
down to Bates St. It’s a shame that the bridge construction did not
incorporate a good connection. The opportunity remains. My discussion of
improvements at this location is pp.14-15 of the supplement.
One might object that Bates St itself is no joy to ride on. True, but lowtraffic Hodge St branches west off Bates practically under the Parkway
Bridge. The Rock Alley folks have identified a long-standing 800-ft path
from the end of Hodge St to Bates near the Blvd, where they believe a
widened sidewalk would be practical. Their description is at
http://rockalley.org/routes/bike-routes/bates-street/

C-3: Connection from Hot Metal Bridge to Hazelwood Green
Trail
The Hot Metal Bridge has an exit ramp that drops into the Technology
Center just west of Hot Metal St. Unfortunately, the ramp is problematic in
several respects.

Second, the ramp is only 6’ wide, and the trail on Hot Metal Bridge is 12’
wide. (For comparison, the switchbacks at the south end of the bridge have
over 29’ of width for the turn.) As a result, the ramp is fine for traffic
connecting between Southside Works and the Technology Center (which
only has to shift left), but the connection with the Eliza Furnace Trail
requires an extremely tight switchback, possibly into bicycle traffic.
The Hazelwood Green plans show the multiuse trail ending at approximately
Hot Metal St and 2nd Av, on the south side of the road (the opposite side
from the bicycle ramp). At the very least, the multiuse trail should be
extended under the Hot Metal Bridge in order to avoid the Hot Metal St
intersection. Even better, a second ramp would extend toward the river to
eliminate the need for tight switchback turns.
My discussion of improvements at this location is pp.16-17 of the
supplement.
This connection might be offered as an alternative to building a ramp
between the Eliza Furnace Trailhead and Hazelwood Green near the Irvine
/Greenfield/2nd intersection. However, this would not be a reasonable
alternative because of (a) the tight switchback, (b) the problematic crossing
of Hot Metal Street, and (c) the extra out-and back distance (3/4 mile), even
if the Hot Metal Street crossing is eliminated.

C-4: Skyhook
Create a new completely new transportation connection from Hazelwood
Green to Oakland by providing a lifting mechanism – incline, cable car,
gondola, … -- to lift people and possibly shuttle vehicles from river level to
South Oakland. One candidate location is where the city steps used to go
up the hill, coming out next to Marino Park. My discussion of improvements
at this location is p.13 of the supplement.

First, the bottom of the ramp doesn’t really connect well to anything. A
well-worn dirt path behind the bus stop indicates that cyclists are going to
the sidewalk to reach the next connection into the Technology Center.
Connecting to the Hazelwood Green Trail requires crossing Hot Metal Street
as a pedestrian, hoping that the drivers turning right from 2nd to Hot Metal
will remember that you have the right of way.
Insider’s Tour of Bike Infrastructure Opportunities in the Second Ave Corridor
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D-1: EFT Swinburne Trailhead & Irvine/2nd/Greenfield/Saline
Intersection
This is the major problem area for cyclists in the 2nd Av corridor. The Eliza
Furnace Trail ends here. The Saline St cycle track starts a couple of blocks
away, but the connection is terrible. Soon there will be a bike route through
Hazelwood Green, for which there is also no safe connection.
With Andrew Krizman I am writing extensive comments on possibilities in
this area. Here I will simply say that my three highest priority improvements
in the 2nd Av corridor are
•
•
•

Fix the Chute
Connect EFT to Hazelwood Green Trail
Make sure the Frazier Bridge renovation handles bicycle
connections

D-2: Blair St H-G exit
The Hazelwood Green plan does not call this out as part of the bicycle
infrastructure – which is reasonable, since there’s no place to go except 2nd
Av. However, if it proves impossible to build a ramp from the east side of
the Irvine /Greenfield/2nd intersection to Second Av to enter Hazelwood
Green, this is a possible location. If it can’t be a bridge (which could go
anywhere along this stretch on 2nd Av), a ramp from Eliza Furnace Trail to 2nd
Av would allow crossing at grade at the traffic light, though it might be
challenging to fit bike/ped crossing into the light cycle.

D-3: The Chute
This is perhaps the feature most in need of improvement. It is marked here
for identification. See discussion in our report on this area.

D-5: Junction Hollow Trail
The majority of the traffic through this intersection appears to be between
the Eliza Furnace Trailhead and Junction Hollow Trail. Unfortunately, this
traffic must go through the Chute.

D-6: Hazelwood Green Trail
The main multi-use trail in Hazelwood Green starts at the end of the Hot
Metal Bridge, runs directly to the river, and pretty much follows the river
through the project.
There will be a connection to the Irvine /Greenfield/2nd intersection. In one
place the plan says bicycles will be in the traffic lane rather than a protected
lane and in another place it shows a multi-use trail in. Additionally, the plan
says the old part of 2nd Av will be extended into that intersection, again with
bicycles in the travel lane.
It is inevitable that bicycles will be going through this intersection. It
deserves additional consideration for safety and usability. Even better, it
deserves an alternative out of traffic, like a ramp from the Eliza Furnace
Trailhead that avoids the intersection entirely.

D-7: Frazier Bridge
One of the alternatives for avoiding the Chute is to incorporate connections
in the renovation of this bridge. This bridge is also the connection to the
Sylvan Av Greenway. DOMI is planning the bridge renovation.

D-8: Sylvan Av Greenway
The former road has fallen into disuse, but DOMI is looking into restoring it
for bikes and transit. My discussion of improvements at this location is
pp.10-12 of the supplement.

D-4: Saline St Cycle Track
This works well. It’s marked here for identification
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There’s not really much to say on this panel, just continuations of
Hazelwood Green Trail and Sylvan Av Greenway.
Note that there’s a long stretch that doesn’t seem to have access between
Irvine St and either of these trails – but E-2 offers a hint of an opportunity

E-1: Hazelwood Green Trail
It runs through here.

E-2: Footbridge to be renovated
The Hazelwood Green suggests renovating and relocating a footbridge at
this location. It should be renovated for bicycle use as well.

E-3: Sylvan Av Greenway
I understand that the City is looking into making this happen. My discussion
of improvements at this location is pp.10-12 of the supplement.
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F-1: Ends of Hazelwood Green Trail
The multi-use trail through Hazelwood Green extends south to the
Intersection of Blair St and Hazelwood Ave. From there it continues as bike
lanes on Hazelwood to Gloster St (where a limestone path follows Gloster to
Tecumseh) and with bikes in the travel lanes to Tecumseh St, where it
connects directly to streets in Scotch Bottom. If this is to become part of
the connection to riverside trails south of the Glenwood Bridge, there
should be consideration to continuing the multi-use trail through these last
few blocks.

F-2: Scotch Bottom
Hazelwood Green Trail ends near Hazelwood Ave. At this point Gloster St
leads into the Hazelwood back streets (Scotch Bottom), which offer a lowtraffic alternative to 2nd Av. See more details on panel G, G-1 and G-2. If the
Hazelwood Green Land Development Use plan is fully executed, there will
be rich connections, including a direct connection from the Hazelwood
Green trail along Blair St..

F-3: Flowers/Kilbourne/Tesla Hill
The Flowers/Kilbourne/Tesla Hill is one of the hills in the “Dirty Dozen”, the
annual race in which bicyclists climb the dozen steepest hills in Pittsburgh.
This hill climbs 430 ft in 0.9 miles, a 9% grade. The last 0.16 mile climbs 144
ft, a 16% grade.
This is worth mentioning here not only as a local attraction but because the
Strava heatmap shows activity here. It’s safe to assume that this is activity
of hard-core cyclists climbing the hill for the sake of climbing the hill, not an
indication that there is great demand from anyone else.
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Cyclists need a low-traffic route parallel to 2nd Av, at the same location and
not more than a couple of blocks away, between Hazelwood Green and the
Glenwood Bridge, with an onward connection to Swissvale and beyond The
current terrain is challenging because of the RR yard and numerous
associated active tracks.

G-1: Scotch Bottom
On the river side of the RR tracks, the residential streets of Scotch Bottom
connect with the Hazelwood Green trail at Blair St (or alternatively via
Gloster St.
Unfortunately, this neighborhood is blocked at its southern end
(Melanchton St) by a loop of RR tracks. A footbridge crosses two sets of
tracks to provide pedestrian access to the other section of Melanchton St.

G-2: Foot bridge

G-3: 2nd Av side streets
It is now almost possible to connect the footbridge at Melanchton St to the
Glenwood Bridge via Dyke St, see panel H and H-1.
Dyke is interrupted between American and Melanchton by what appears to
be an auto yard and recycling center. However, the County real estate
records indicate that the block between American and Melanchton is
owned by the City of Pittsburgh, so there may be some possibility to run
trail along the back of the property.
If conversion of the footbridge is not possible, consideration should be given
to connecting Dyke between Malanchton and Elizabeth, where an
automobile bridge crosses the RR to the back streets. In that stretch, Dyke
is currently interrupted by a stretch of grass owned by Duquesne Light and
the backs of perhaps half a dozen residential lots.
My discussion of improvements at this location is p.6-7 of the supplement.

One way of making a connection out of Scotch Bottom to the rest of
Hazelwood would be to convert the footbridge at Melanchton St to a
bike/ped bridge. This would provide a connection between Scotch Bottom
(river side of RR) and the side streets on the 2nd Av side of the RR tracks.
This alone would be progress, because cyclists could cross over into
Hazelwood and in particular to Gate Lodge Way to continue toward the
Glenwood Bridge.
Even better would be to establish a trail along Dyke as described in G-3.
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H-1: Connecting Side streets to Glenwood Bridge
From Dyke St and Renova St, there needs to be a connection to both sides
of the Glenwood Bridge.
For the downstream side of the bridge, a right turn from Renova to Herbert
Way comes out close to the downstream sidewalk.
For the upstream side of the bridge, it’s necessary to cross 2nd Av.
Unfortunately the Renova/2nd Av intersection is offset. Both Renova and
Glenwood Av have crosswalks. Both reache the sidewalk on the north side
of 2nd Av. An alternative is to go a block farther, to Gate Lodge Way, turn
right on Gate Lodge Way then right on Alluvian St to reach the upstream
sidewalk approach to the Glenwood Bridge.

H-2: Duck Hollow Trail Connection

I have proposed to extend the downstream sidewalk along the existing dirt
benches on the Hays Woods hillside to Glass Run Rd and take Glass Run Rd
east to Baldwin Rd to Haysglen St, then enter the Great Allegheny Passage
at the entrance just north of the RR.
This may have been superseded by a recent design that puts switchback
ramps at all of the several stairways involved from both sides of the bridge.
I support that plan, with one caveat: There are lots of switchbacks involved,
and it’s critical that the widths of the ramps and the sizes of the landings
provide adequate space for all trail users to navigate the switchbacks easily.
Pittsburgh has three switchback bike ramps: Duquesne Bridge (two
switchbacks), Hot Metal Bridge (two switchbacks), and Smithfield St (one
switchback). Of these, Smithfield St is distinctly harder to navigate; it is
probably not a coincidence that it provides at least a foot less turning
radius, with a shorter landing, than the other two.

After the Second/Irvine/Greenfield/Saline intersection improvements, this is
the second-most important project in the corridor. Connecting Hazelwood
to the Duck Hollow Trail will provide immediate access for a few people plus
recreational access to Frick Park via Nine Mile Run. More significantly, as
the connection to Swissvale is completed this will provide access to
Hazelwood (and onward to Pittsburgh) for residents of Swissvale, Rankin,
Braddock and indeed the Turtle Creek Valley.
Paul Heckbert and Swain Uber are preparing a detailed discussion of this
connection and other options in Hazelwood. Their comments will dwarf my
discussion of improvements at this location, which is p.5 of the supplement
– but note that the problem was already well-recognized in 2006!

H-3 South end of Glenwood Bridge
The last renovation of the Glenwood Bridge eliminated the wide shoulders
that were actually pretty reasonable for bicycling in favor of jersey-barrierprotected sidewalks. Unfortunately, this eliminated the shoulders and
made it much less safe to bicycle in traffic lanes (where traffic consistently
far exceeds the posted 25mph limit). The sidewalks terminate at the south
end in stairways, which makes the sidewalks also unsuitable for bicycling.
Notwithstanding all that, the Strava heatmap shows appreciable bicycling
activity on the bridge.
What’s needed is a safe, reasonable bicycle connection to various locations
in and beyond Hays, most notably to the Great Allegheny Passage.
Insider’s Tour of Bike Infrastructure Opportunities in the Second Ave Corridor
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Second Avenue-only version of 2019, deletes projects that
have been completed or are outside that corridor Pittsburgh.

Small Projects with Big Payoff for Bicycling
Roy Weil and Mary Shaw
September 5, 2006

Dear Santa,
We’ve been really good this year, and we heard from your elves that you have some bicycling
improvements in your sack of presents. So we’re sending you our wish-list. We tried not to be
presumptuous and ask for big things like completing the Great Allegheny Passage from
McKeesport to Pittsburgh – we’re looking forward to the day that happens, but we know it’s hard.
Instead, we’re asking for a few little things that would each make a big difference. We promise
to share whatever you bring with our bicycling friends.
Our wish-list includes things that are the responsibility of several of your Executive Elves. We
don’t always know which Elf Division is responsible for a wish, so we hope you’ll sort that part
out. We realize that not all of these are possible, but they would all improve bicycling in
Pittsburgh and western Pennsylvania, so we really, really hope that you’ll be able to give us some
of them.
We have three kinds of wishes:
x Creating access, especially linking routes, where there is currently no reasonable access
x Improving existing routes, especially by eliminating bottlenecks or making biking less
intimidating for cyclists who don’t want to ride in traffic
x Maintaining existing bike facilities, especially regular maintenance schedules
They’re listed roughly in priority order within groups.
We’ll leave a PowerBar and a glass of Gatorade by the fireplace, and some Tri-Flo Lube for your
reindeer,
Mary and Roy

Furnace 2 Furnace Tour
Supplement page 1.

1.1

Make Shoulder to adjacent street Access at South End of Birmingham Bridge

What problem does it solve? The Birmingham Bridge has good shoulders for most of its length,
but the shoulders disappear shortly before the stoplights at the south end of the bridge. This forces
the bicyclist off of the shoulder into the travel lane. This project would provide bike connections
to the adjacent side streets
General location? Southside
Specific location? Just north of East Carson St from Birmingham Bridge to S 22nd and S 23rd Sts
Responsible agency? ??
What needs to be done? On west (southbound) side of bridge, just before the shoulder stops,
make a curb cut and pave a connection (about a 10’ x 15’ pad) to the sidewalk that doubles back
through the park to Sidney St. On east (northbound) side of bridge, pave a trail (about 30 linear
ft) to the right of the roadway on one side or the other of the guide rail from 23rd St around the
right turn ramp, connecting to the shoulder where it starts.
Special notes: This does not deal with helping bikes cross under the bridge (e.g., to go east after
crossing the bridge from the north, or to get on the bridge from the west side). There’s an
existing dirt path under the bridge that looks usable. It could use some grading and trail surface,
plus a curb cut.
Google map:
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&hl=en&q=15213&ie=UTF8&z=19&ll=40.429035,79.973726&spn=0.001878,0.002604&t=h&om=1

Draft
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1.10

Connect Eliza Furnace Trail to Birmingham Bridge

What problem does it solve? Birmingham Bridge ramps meet Forbes Ave, and the ramp from
Forbes to 2nd Ave passes a trail access just before reaching 2nd Av. However, the ramp is narrow
and has no shoulders; in addition the sidewalk ends a quarter of the way down, leaving loose
large stones as the only (and unworkable) alternative
General location? Birmingham Bridge
Specific location? Underneath the north end of the Birmingham Bridge, between Forbes Av and
2nd Av
Responsible agency? ??
What needs to be done? Create a smooth path from Forbes to the trail access.
Special notes: From the top of the ramp, it’s a right turn on Forbes to the ramp onto the bridge.
However, from the off ramp from the bridge, this ramp is west on Forbes (wrong way). If I recall
correctly, there’s a usable sidewalk along Forbes that would serve to get from the bridge to the
ramp.
Google map:
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&hl=en&q=15213&ie=UTF8&t=h&om=1&z=18&ll=40.43675
3,-79.972857&spn=0.003581,0.006266&iwloc=A

Upper end of ramp; bicycle behind the second bridge pier is at lower end of sidewalk
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Lower end of ramp, taken from near access spur to Eliza Furnace Trail
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1.15

Create RR Crossing at West End of Duck Hollow Trail

What problem does it solve? Duck Hollow now dead ends in a cul-de-sac between the railroad
yard and the river.
General location? Glenwood
Specific location? Under the Glenwood Bridge at end of Duck Hollow Trail.
Responsible agency? ??
What needs to be done? Provide a safe and legal crossing of the train tracks. The substructure of
the Glenwood Bridge comes down to trail level at the end of the trail. One possibility is to
cantilever a ramp to the Glenwood Bridge to get bikes and peds across the tracks.
Special notes: This may not be a "small" project, but it's pretty important. Bikes are now hopping
the tracks there.
Google map:
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&hl=en&q=15213&ie=UTF8&t=h&om=1&z=18&ll=40.39951
8,-79.934791&spn=0.003758,0.005209
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1.16

Create Low-Traffic Route Through Hazelwood.

What problem does it solve? Back streets in Glenwood and Hazelwood between PA885 and the
river provide a low-traffic alternative between the Glenwood Bridge and Hazelwood Ave.
However, there’s not a good way to get to these back streets near the Glenwood Bridge.
General location? Glenwood-Hazelwood
Specific location? Between Glenwood Bridge and Elizabeth St, parallel to PA885
Responsible agency? ??
What needs to be done? Open the currently-blocked sections of Dyke St. (Dyke St is just east of
the RR track, one block west of 2nd Ave (PA885).) This involves one fenced empty lot a block
south of E Elizabeth St and a block at the back edge on an industrial area in the block between
Melanchton St and American St
Another alternative would be to get the RR people to open the crossing at Vespucius St, take us
around that long warehouse, and connect to Lytle St or Chaplain Way
Special notes: This is somewhat more useful for northbound travel than for southbound, because
the stretch of PA885 from Hazelwood Av to Greenfield has two lanes northbound but only one
lane southbound. We would, of course, love to see 2nd Ave opened from Hazelwood Av through
the J&L site to Greenfield.
Google map:
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&hl=en&q=15213&ie=UTF8&t=h&om=1&z=17&ll=40.40447
7,-79.942178&spn=0.007573,0.012038
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3.4

Sweep Periodically Behind Jersey Barrier along 2nd Ave near Swinburne St

What problem does it solve? Debris, including broken glass, is collecting back there
General location? 2nd Ave near Greenfield Ave
Specific location? 2nd Ave between Greenfield Ave and Swinburne St
Responsible agency? City of Pittsburgh
What needs to be done? Sweep and remove debris periodically
Special notes:
Google map:
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&hl=en&q=15213&ie=UTF8&t=h&om=1&z=19&ll=40.42545
4,-79.953317&spn=0.001864,0.002342&iwloc=A

3.6

XXX

What problem does it solve? Xxx
General location? Xxx
Specific location? Xxx
Responsible agency? ??
What needs to be done? Xxx
Special notes: Xxx
Google map: link
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Second Avenue-only version of 2019, deletes projects that
are not relevant to Second Avenue Corridor

Concepts for connecting Hazelwood/Almono/PTC with Oakland
Mary Shaw
version 4, January 2018
Here are some concepts for connecting Hazelwoood, Almono, and the Pittsburgh Technology Center
with Oakland along alignments that do not involve building a motor vehicle route up the heavilycommitted valley floor of Junction Hollow and through the two adjacent neighborhoods.
These are offered in the spirit of brainstorming – getting a wide variety of distinct possibilities on the
table, even though they are not fully fleshed out and might have flaws. Even if the concept as presented
doesn’t work out, thinking about it may stimulate other possibilities.
It is not necessary for a single facility to solve the entire problem. If we can identify a 30% solution that
could be implemented in the short run, that would be worth pursuing while we develop a longer-term
additional partial solution.
None of this addresses the prohibition on adding bus routes, but that mandate would appear to apply
equally to all the alternatives, so coping strategies should be comparable for all alternatives.

Concepts
Sylvan concept (p.3): Revived Sylvan Ave, parallel to Irvine, in the western strip of Hazelwood Greenway
Juno concept (p.6): On the western hillside of Junction Hollow, well above the valley floor
Juno-Sylvan concept (p.9 ): Joining the Swinburne variant of the Juno concept with the Sylvan concept
Skyhook concept (p.10): From river level to direct to Oakland hilltop via tram or the like
HazelGreen concept (p.11): On existing minor roads north to Greenfield Bridge
Better bus route concept (p.13): Revising existing bus routes to be more efficient
Light rail concept (p.13): Trying again with CSX to share railroad alignment in Junction Hollow
and, of course, the current proposal along Four Mile Run in Junction Hollow

Comparison
Sylvan Juno Juno- Sky- Hazel Bus Rail 4Mile
Sylvan hook Green
Run
Implementable in near term

‡

Can use conventional vehicles

‡

Avoids major roads (Bates, Swinburne, Greenfield,
2nd, Irvine)
Wildly creative, attention-getting, so fundable?
Does not cut through no-outlet neighborhoods

‡

‡

‡

mostly
tly

‡
?

‡

Not entangled with stormwater project

‡

Improves bicycle facilities

‡

‡
?

Avoids adding roads in well-used park lands
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‡
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Sylvan Concept
The former Sylvan Ave runs for about 2/3 of a mile parallel to Irvine St, about 100’ higher in elevation
than Irvine St. The southeast end is at Home Rule St; the northwest end is at Waldeck St.
This bit of Sylvan Ave, which connects the two bits of active Sylvan Ave, is now designated as part of the
Hazelwood Greenway. For several years there has been discussion about developing a multiuse
bike/ped trail along this alignment. Someone who checked it out fairly recently (probably on a bicycle)
says it’s still passable, but it has some spots with drainage problems. On USGS Topo maps, it was
definitely a street in 1960, probably a street in 1986, and a dashed line in 1993. It still looks like a road in
aerial photos. It currently shows up as a street on the Allegheny County property records.

Ideas for Connecting Hazelwood to Oakland / Shaw
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The concept is to develop a combination mobility connector and bike trail, with a barrier separating
them, along this former section of Sylvan Ave. This would establish a connector route from Almono into
Hazelwood at Hazelwood Ave, then through Hazelwood to serve residents there, then to the new
connector at Home Rule St & Sylvan Ave, along the new connector (missing all the traffic on Irvine and
the Irvine/Greenfield/Saline intersection) to Sylvan Ave & Waldeck St, then one block down Sylvan Ave
to Greenfield Ave. Here there are two choices: either cross Greenfield to the Frazier St Bridge and
Swinburne St, or turn right up Greenfield Ave to the Greenfield Bridge.

The current Google satellite
view shows the potential
connector clearly.
This part of the Hazelwood
Greenway does not appear to
be used very much. A trail in
the southern part is written
up, but not this extension.

View from Sylvan at Home
Rule St shows wide flat area
with paving fragments.
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Here is the relevant bit of the Allegheny County property map, with this alignment highlighted in pink.
The PDF should be zoomable to see the detail better.
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Skyhook Concept
This concept skips all the traffic by using lifting connector vehicles directly up the hill from the Almono
site to the top of the bluff in Oakland, a lift of about 120 feet.
In this concept, connector vehicles run along the riverfront in Almono and the PTC, with connections
from Hazelwood entering Almono at Hazelwood Ave. Near the location of the former city steps
(between the Hot Metal Bridge and the Greenfield/Irvine/2nd intersection), some sort of lifting
mechanism lifts the vehicles up to a station near Frazier Playground, and they continue into Oakland
from there. It would be particularly cool if this accommodated pedestrian and bicyclists!
The challenge, of course, is how to lift the cars. A conventional tram or incline could transport people,
but that would require transfers at both the bottom and the top of the tram or incline, which would be a
deterrent. Instead, this concept calls for a mechanism that will lift the vehicles and their occupants. This
would probably require small shuttle vehicles similar to the Navaya shuttles in Las Vegas.
Some lifting possibilities include:
x
x

x

x

An incline. The shuttles drive into the incline cab, which could hold 2-3 shuttles. Disadvantage:
an incline can only handle one lifting cab in each direction. (Yes, inclines transport cars, see
https://www.inclinedplane.org/ ) This would build on Pittsburgh’s extensive incline culture.
An aerial tram. This requires less structure, and it can handle multiple lifting units in each
direction. The challenge in this case would be designing a mechanism to convert a shuttle
vehicle to a tram cab. This could be some combination of a vehicle-sized cage permanently
installed on the aerial tram and a trolley mechanism in the roof of the connector vehicle.
A cable-car mechanism. In this version, the undercarriage of each vehicle is equipped with a
cable grip similar to the ones in San Francisco cable cars (alternatively, the cable-grip unit could
stay with the cable and grab the axles of the cars). A trough-like track goes straight up the hill,
with a cable running continuously in the center of the trough and sides tall enough for safety.
Each car positions itself in the track over the cable, grips the cable, and rides the cable up or
down. Multiple cars can climb or descend at once. (San Francisco cable cars handle up to 21%
grade with 19th century technology; this would be 120’ elevation in 600-900’ of run, or 13-20%
grade, with 21st century technology.)
A ski-lift-type gondola that would carry only people and bikes. This could just cover the vertical
run, but that would require transfers at top and bottom. Alternatively, the aerial mechanism
could extend into Oakland
overhead of traffic
(eliminating one required
transfer) or even through
Almono (eliminating both
required transfers).

Many locations are possible.
The obvious one is where the
steps once climbed up to
Boehm St (green line
encircles stairs), but many
locations along the bluff
could work.
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Make proper trails from Eliza Furnace Trail to Bates and Hodge Sts
Before the Eliza Furnace Trail bride over Bates St was raised a few years ago, there was a fairly decent
footpath from the trail down to Bates near Hodge. This was eliminated by the bridge construction.
The demand for the path was not eliminated, however. In the years since the bridge replacement
people have been scrabbling down the hill anyhow, making sort-of paths. They’re probably carrying
bikes down them, too.
Bates St itself is not bike-friendly. Some of the folks using these paths are probably crossing over into
the technology center. However, the Rock Alley folks have identified a route that avoids most of Bates,
http://rockalley.org/routes/bike-routes/bates-street/bates-street-trail/

Looking east across Bates St at path down to street level and under bridge, probably to Hodge
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Looking east across Bates St at path down to street level and under bridge, probably to Hodge

Rock Alley’s proposal for a connection along Bates via improved footpath (red) and Hodge St
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Improve the Connection between Hot Metal Bridge and Hazelwood Green
The bicycle side of the Hot Metal Bridge has an exit ramp that drops into the Technology Center just
west of Hot Metal St. It’s a good connection to the South Side. It also connects on the bridge across 2nd
Av to Eliza Furnace Trail – but unfortunately there’s a very tight switchback between the ramp and the
trail in that direction. Unfortunately, the ramp is problematic in several respects.
First, the bottom of the ramp doesn’t really connect well to anything.
•

•

As is evident from the well-worn dirt path behind the bus stop, people also want to go west
along Second Av. They might be headed into the Technology Center, they might be headed for
Bates St, they might be on Second Av. The Strava heatmap shows some of all these things, with
Bates dominating – but it doesn’t show the routes, only the amount of traffic each place.
The Hazelwood Green plans show the multiuse trail ending at approximately Hot Metal St and
2nd Av, on the south side of the road (the opposite side from the bicycle ramp).Connecting to the
Hazelwood Green Trail requires crossing Hot Metal Street as a pedestrian, hoping that the
drivers turning right from 2nd to Hot Metal will remember that you have the right of way.

Second, the ramp is only 6’ wide, and the trail on Hot Metal Bridge is 12’ wide. (For comparison, the
switchbacks at the south end of the bridge have over 29’ of width for the turn.) As a result, the ramp is
fine for traffic connecting between Southside Works and the Technology Center (which only has to shift
left), but the connection with the Eliza Furnace Trail requires an extremely tight switchback, possibly
into bicycle traffic.
At the very least, the multiuse trail should be extended under the Hot Metal Bridge in order to avoid the
Hot Metal St intersection. Even better, a second ramp would extend toward the river to eliminate the
need for tight switchback turns.

The official trail crossing counts on drivers yielding right-of-way in the crosswalk.
There is clearly demand for a connection to somewhere west of here, too
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Paul Heckbert provided his preference for a route to the Hazelwood Green Trail that goes first to the
river, then under the bridge. This keeps cyclists out of traffic entirely. The variants depicted here are:
•
•
•

Yellow: old route. Bad because it requires the unsafe & slow crossing at the traffic light.
Red: “squeeze” route. Would require new construction to replace steps with ramp - might cost
tens of thousands of dollars. Sharp U turn at red X.
Green: “around” route. Follow existing paths (fine gravel / concrete sidewalks) around the
Noveome and Level 3 buildings, possibly through parking lot, across grass for a bit, to bottom of
ramp up to Hot Metal Bridge. Probable curb cut and new concrete desirable near red X. Paint on
the ground marking the way and signs (e.g. “to Hazelwood” / “to Hot Metal Bridge") would help
people find this route. I no longer use the yellow route. I have biked this multiple times.

Alternative routes between Hot Metal Bridge and Hazelwood Green
that do not involve crossing traffic on Hot Metal St
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Rock Alley Trail
The Rock Alley Community Action Team is proposing a bike/ped path from the Oakcliff/Soho area of
Oakland that connects to the Eliza Furnace Trail via an existing pedestrian tunnel that goes under the
Parkway and the Eliza Furnace Trail. Their excellent writeup of this and related projects is at
http://rockalley.org/

Connection to Eliza Furnace Trail would require a ramp from the 2nd Av sidewalk to the trail at the
location of the pedestrian tunnel.

Rock Alley underpass under Eliza Furnace Trail, looking toward 2nd Av

Rock Alley underpass under Parkway, looking toward Parkway
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